Foreign Ministry’s statement on personal sanctions on British politicians, journalists, and businesspeople

In response to the British government’s expanding list of personal sanctions on the leading representatives of Russia’s social and political circles, business and the media, Russia has included the British politicians, journalists, and businesspeople, who promote London’s hostile policy aimed at demonising Russia and isolating it internationally, on the Russian “stop list.”

It has been noted more than once that the pernicious actions of the UK in planting Russophobic notions, spreading false information on Russia and supporting the Kiev neo-Nazi regime would result in an appropriate and decisive response from the Russian side. The choice of confrontation is the conscious decision of the British political establishment, which bears all responsibility for these consequences.

The following is a list of British subjects who are no longer allowed entry into the Russian Federation.

1. David William Donald CAMERON, former Prime Minister of Great Britain;
2. George Islay MacNeil ROBERTSON, Member of the House of Lords of the British Parliament;
3. Angus Struan Carolus ROBERTSON, Scottish Cabinet Secretary for the Constitution, External Affairs and Culture;
4. Fiona Jane HYSLOP, Scottish Cabinet Secretary for Economy, Fair Work and Culture;
5. Keir Rodney STARMER, Member of the House of Commons of the British Parliament, leader of the Labor Party of Great Britain;
6. David Lindon LAMMY, Member of the House of Commons of the British Parliament from the Labour Party, Shadow Foreign Minister of Great Britain;
7. Lisa Eva NANDY, Member of the House of Commons of the British Parliament from the Labour Party, Shadow Secretary of State for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities;
8. Wendy MORTON, Minister of State in the Department for Transport;
9. Ian BLACKFORD, Member of the House of Commons of the British Parliament, Leader of the Scottish National Party (SNP) in the House of Commons;
10. Nick THOMAS-SYMONDS, Member of the House of Commons of the British Parliament from the Labour Party, Shadow Secretary of State for International Trade;
11. Kate FORBES, Scottish Cabinet Secretary for Finance and the Economy;
Considering London’s destructive desire to spin the sanctions wheel under far-fetched and absurd pretexts, Russia’s “stop list” will continue to expand.